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The Allman Brothers Band
twoulue uoume Man
FROM THE LP IDLEWILD

SOUTH, ATC 0

It sounds like Paul
Butterfield, but I don't
know for sure. It was
Muddy Waters who sang
it originally, wasn't it? It
doesn't really buzz me.
I don't listen to all that
many records. Records
that really inspire me get
me out of my seat to turn
them up; the others !can't
get up to. I really hate to
judge other people's
music. There is music for
everybody, I suppose.
That sort of reminded me
of Junior Wells and all
those people.

The Crickets
Well AllRi AND lgov Sue

FROM THE LP ROCKIN"50S

ROCK AND ROLL , CBS

This kind of reminds me
of Buddy Holly. Let me
hear the next track. That
music was happening
when I first started to
become involved in music,
listening to rock and roll.
That is the first music I
started to play. Listening
to it now, it doesn't seem
quite as violent as it did
then.' don't care much
for this music.

RC" Michael Ilesmith
8 The First national Band

1110011%
MTN IN THE MILEY

Bab' Jack meet People

FROM THE LP BAL LIN° JACK, CBS

I can't relate to it. It's very
hectic at times. Is that a

British band? Well, that is
about the most concrete
thing I can say - there's
things I love, and things
I can't relate to at all.
And that's where that
one falls into. It's difficult
to say what I feel. People
say the most bizarre things
about my music; the only
time it gets through is
when they say something
constructive.

Michael Nesmith &
The First National Band

RCA

I kind of like the vocalist.
I don't care much for the
song. There's a rapport
between the vocalist and
the notes. I'm sorry I

haven't anything else to
say about it. What do you
think about it? I understand
the Irish are great country
music lovers.

Neil Diamond
U NI

What can I say - play me
an Elton John record,
give me a chance to say
something nice.

Stephen Stills
Love The One You're With
ATLANTIC

I like this one best of any
you've played. I've heard it
before, so you can take it
off. Is this Stephen Stills?
Yeah, I love this music. I
haven't been able to make
contact with him for years.

Leon

He's good; I haven't heard
the album enough to make
a long comment, but some
of it I didn't like. He is
capable of making some
really fine music.

Tim Buckley

FROM TH E LP STAR SAILOR,

STRAIGHT

No, I don't much care for it.
You know, I find myself in
a really weird position,
when it comes down to
judging someone else's
music. It's a personal thing.
There's some music for
everyone to like.

Lyn Anderson
CBS

Slight nod of the head to
decide. Wow, what can I say
about that one? Let me ask
you what you feel, and then
I'll tell you the way I feel.
I have a special place in
my heart for this type of
music - I used to make them
in the record factories of
Los Angeles.

Marvin, Welch & Farrar

FROM THE LP MARVIN,

WELCH AND FARRAR,

REGAL ZONOPHONE

Seems like there's a lot
of Crosby Stills & Nash
influence in there. Bob
Dylan once said an

interesting thing to me:
"Some of it's nice, but it
doesn't move you from
here to there." That seems
to apply here; it doesn't
cross the line. The guitar
playing is nice.

ALBUMS

Soft Machine CBS

With this album, the
Soft Machine appear
to have reached a
new plateau of
achievement.
Mainly, the
achievement here is
in terms of relaxation;
for me, Third felt
strongly experimental,
and there was a constant
sense of personal boundaries being broken.
Fourth has a feeling of ease, even when the
musicians are negotiating tricky ensemble
lines over difficult time patterns.

The album consists of four compositions:
Ratledge's "Teeth", Hopper's "Kings And
Queens" and Dean's "Fletcher's Blemish" on
the first side, and the four sections of Hugh's
"Virtually" on the second. At the moment,
I find Hopper the most interesting composer:
neither as skilled as Ratledge, nor possessing
the free -wheeling atmosphere of Dean and
Wyatt, his compositions retain a simplicity
which belies the often complex foundations
on which they're built. "Kings And Queens",
for instance, sounds like a simple ballad in 3/4,
but uses brief melodic statements and space
in a highly organic way. "Virtually", which
begins with string bass by Roy Babbington,
has a free, open-ended feeling, but maintains
considerable unity and is pleasantly
unrhetorical."Teeth", by contrast, is typical
Ratledge:tight, almost crabbed figures
accelerating up to riff passages which release
the tension. It's a truly superb composition, set
off bywonderful organ playing and a great
horn ensemble in which Elton is abetted by
Mark Charig, Nick Evans and Alan Skidmore.

"Fletcher's Blemish" has more of a blowing
feel, featuring Babbington on Arco bass,
Ratledge on piano, Charig tightly muted and
Elton playing the menacing theme with hairy
verve. Somehow, despite its comparative
complexity, the Soft Machine manages to
retain a link with their audience, and their
progress has been invariably fascinating to
follow. Fourth is yet another link in the lustrous
chain. Richard Williams, Nivf Marchi3

Nick Drake myter Layter ISLANDS

This is a difficult album to come to any firm
conclusion on. For one thing the reaction it
produced depends very much on the mood of
the listener. It's late -night coffee'n'chat music.
Them tracks are all very similar- quiet, gentle
and relaxing. Nick Drake sends his voice
skimming smoothly over the backing. Among
the talents employed are Dave Pegg (bass)
and Dave Mattacks (drums), both of Fairport
Convention, Richard Thompson (lead guitar)
ex-Fairport, John
Cale (celeste, piano
and organ) ex-Velvet
Underground, Ray
Warleigh (alto sax),
Chris McGregor
(piano) and Pat
Arnold and Doris
Troy (backing vocals).
Andrew Means, MM March 73
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Play me an Elton John 

W ^ FEB 6 Another piano powerhouse, Leon 

1. ULrUl (J.« • • Russell, reviews the new sounds... 

The Allman Brothers Band 

Hoochie Coochie Man 

FROM THE LPIDLEWILD 

SOUTH, AJCO 

It sounds like Paul 

Butterfield, but I don't 

knowforsure.lt was 

Muddy Waters who sang 

it originally, wasn't it? It 

doesn't really buzz me. 

I don't listen to all that 

many records. Records 

that really inspire me get 

me out of my seat to turn 

them up; the others I can't 

get up to. I really hate to 

judge other people's 

music. There is music for 

everybody, I suppose. 

That sort of reminded me 

of Junior Wellsand all 

those people. 

The Crickets 

Well All Right AND 

FROM THE LPROC/<7N"50S 

ROCK AND ROLL, CBS 

This kind of reminds me 

of Buddy Holly. Let me 

hear the next track. That 

music was happening 

when I first started to 

become involved in music, 

listening to rock and roll. 

That is the first music I 

started to play. Listening 

to it now, it doesn't seem 

quite as violent as it did 

then. I don't care much 

for this music. 

rJe michuel nesmrth 

& The First nntionnl Band 

IBDV OF THE UPllEV 

Ballin' Jack Street People 

FROM THE LP BALLIN'JACK. CBS 

I can't relate to it. It's very 

hectic at times. Isthata 

British band? Well,thatis 

about the most concrete 

thing I can say - there's 

thingsl love, and things 

I can't relate to at all. 

And that's where that 

one falls into. It's difficult 

to say what I feel. People 

say the most bizarre things 

about my music; the only 

time it gets through is 

when they say something 

constructive. 

Michael Nesmith & 

The First National Band 

Silver rca 

I kind of like the vocalist. 

I don'tcaremuchforthe 

song. There's a rapport 

between the vocalist and 

thenotes. I'msorry I 

haven't anything else to 

say about it. What do you 

thinkaboutit? I understand 

the Irish are great country 

music lovers. 

Neil Diamond 

Sweet Caroline uni 

What can I say- play me 

an Elton John record, 

give me a chance to say 

something nice. 

Stephen Stills 

Love The One You're With 

ATLANTIC 

I like this one best of any 

you've played. I've heard it 

before, so you can take it 

off. Is this Stephen Stills? 

Yeah, I love this music. I 

haven't been able to make 

contact with him for years. 

He's good; I haven't heard 

the album enough to make 

a long comment, but some 

of it I didn't like. He is 

capable of making some 

really fine music. 

Tim Buckley 

Down By The Borderline 

FROM THE LP STAR SAILOR. 

STRAIGHT 

No, I don't much care for it. 

You know, I find myself in 

a really weird position, 

when it comes down to 

judging someone else's 

music. It's a personal thing. 

There's some music for 

everyone to like. 

Lyn Anderson 

Rose Garden cbs 

Slight nod of the head to 

decide. Wow, what can I say 

about that one? Let me ask 

you what you feel, and then 

I'lltellyoutheway I feel. 

I have a special place in 

my heart for this type of 

music -1 used to make them 

in the record factories of 

Los Angeles. 

Marvin, Welch & Farrar 

You're Burning Bridges 

FROM THE LP MARVIN, 

WELCH AND FARRAR. 

REGALZONOPHONE 

Seems like there's a lot 

of Crosby Stills & Nash 

influence in there. Bob 

Dylan once said an 

interesting thing to me: 

"Some of it's nice, but it 

doesn't move you from 

here to there." That seems 

to apply here; it doesn't 

cross the line.The guitar 

playing is nice. 

ALBUMS 

Soft Machine o? cbs 

With thisalbum,the 

Soft Machine appear 

to have reached a 

new plateau of 

achievement. 

Mainly, the 

achievement here is 

in terms of relaxation; 

forme, Thirdfe\t 

strongly experimental, 

and there was a constant 

sense of personal boundaries being broken. 

Fourth has a feeling of ease, even when the 

musicians are negotiating tricky ensemble 

lines over difficulttime patterns. 

The album consistsof four compositions: 

Ratledge's "Teeth", Hopper's "Kings And 

Queens" and Dean's "Fletcher's Blemish" on 

the first side, and the four sections of Hugh's 

"Virtually" on the second. At the moment, 

I find Hopper the most interesting composer: 

neither as skilled as Ratledge, nor possessing 

the free-wheeling atmosphere of Dean and 

Wyatt, his compositions retain a simplicity 

which beliestheoften complex foundations 

on which they're built." Kings And Queens", 

for instance, sounds like a simple ballad in 3/4, 

but uses brief melodic statements and space 

in a highly organic way. "Virtually", which 

begins with string bass by Roy Babbington, 

has a free, open-ended feeling, but maintains 

considerable unity and is pleasantly 

unrhetorical. "Teeth", by contrast, is typical 

Ratledge: tight, almost crabbed figures 

accelerating up to riff passages which release 

the tension. It's a truly superb composition, set 

off by wonderful organ playing and a great 

horn ensemble in which Elton is abetted by 

Mark Charig, Nick Evans and Alan Skidmore. 

"Fletcher's Blemish" has more of a blowing 

feel, featuring Babbington on Arco bass, 

Ratledge on piano, Charig tightly muted and 

Elton playing the menacing theme with hairy 

verve. Somehow, despite its comparative 

complexity, the Soft Machine manages to 

retain a link with their audience, and their 

progress has been invariably fascinating to 

follow. Fourth is yet another link in the lustrous 

chain. Richard Williams, MM March 73 

Nick Drake ryterlayter islands 

This is a difficult album to come to any firm 

conclusion on. For one thing the reaction it 

produced depends very much on the mood of 

the listener. It's late-night coffee'n'chat music. 

ThelOtracksareall very similar-quiet, gentle 

and relaxing. Nick Drake sends his voice 

skimming smoothly over the backing. Among 

the talents employed are Dave Pegg (bass) 

and Dave Mattacks (drums), both of Fairport 

Convention, Richard Thompson (lead guitar) 

ex-Fairport, John 

Cale (celeste, piano 

and organ) ex-Velvet 

Underground, Ray 

Warleigh (alto sax), 

Chris McGregor 

(piano) and Pat 

Arnold and Doris 

Troy (backing vocals). 

Andrew Means, MM March 73 
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